
Enhance literacy with the Playaway® Wonderbook!
Take read-alongs to the next level with the new Wonderbook, from Playaway Audio®. The 
Wonderbook is an audio player permanently affixed to the inside of a hardcover children’s book. In 
formats ranging from Picture Books to Leveled Readers, the Wonderbook helps improve reading 
comprehension for readers aged 3-13 while promoting deeper discussion between students and 
educators. With Wonderbook, your students will experience read-alongs like never before!

The benefits of read-alongs last a lifetime.
Learn how you can help create a world of confident 
book lovers. For more information or to order, visit 
www.perma-bound.com/wonderbook

The Wonderbook is innovative, convenient, and fun:
 •  Contains a preloaded audiobook player permanently attached 
     to a hardcover book

 •  Circulates like a print book–self-contained and shelf-ready 
     Features hundreds of read-alongs, chosen from top publishers’ 
     best children’s titles

 •  Includes Learning Mode, which engages imagination and 
     brings a story-time feel to reading
 
 •  Promotes reading comprehension in an innovative way

Wonderbook is ready for circulation:
 •  The battery life of a fully charged Wonderbook is 14-16 hours.

 •  The average audio duration of a Wonderbook picture book is 
     10 minutes.

 •  Wonderbook charges completely (from dead to full battery) in 
     one hour, using a micro USB cord.

 •  Picture Books and Leveled Readers average 85 to 95 plays 
     before needing to be charged.

 •  Wonderbook is perfect for school libraries and book rooms.
      NOTE: Not available to public libraries through Perma-Bound.



•  Brings a story-time feel to the 
    reading experience.

•  Facilitates a friendly dialogue 
    between the child and the 
    narrator about the book.

•  Promotes reading 
    comprehension in an 
    innovative way. 

•  Teaches parents how to 
    dialogue with their children 
    about books.

First of its kind, Learning Mode elevates imagination through literacy.

The world’s best children’s book publishers.

Hundreds of titles with more to come!
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